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StiGurBani: TRUE Path's Language  

O THY Witter~~! Through the grace of Gurbani please Pen~~~~ Sikh's TRUE Name: - 

Title:  A Writer~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- 
Job Title:  Creative  
First Name:  Saint-  
Middle Name   Soldier, the Friend  
Family Name  Punctual KHALSA Missionary 
Suffix  Self-Made through Gurbani's Grace 1 

 

MISSION 

Sikh's TRUE Name, 'A Writer~~~Khalsa', is Embodiment of 10 Human Virtues: 

Scholarship~~, Creativity, Sainthood, Soldiering, Receptivity, Punctuality, 

Truthfulness, Missionary Spirit, Self-Reliance and Thy Blessings. 

O THY Writer~~ TRUE to Your Name:  'Creative Saint-Soldier Friend, Punctual Khalsa Missionary, 

Self-Made through Gurbani's Grace'! Please write: - 

 

PATH to MISSION 

Sikh's TRUE PANTH 'JPU' is Vitreous Path to Virtues. 
Your 'TRUE Name -TRUE Panth'(Khalsa-Panth), to begin with was TRUE, had been TRUE so far and is 

TRUE here at this instant. O Khalsa! This profile of yours will remain TRUE for ever. 

Step1: Demonstrate Obedience and Tread this lifelong Panth 

Sinking into endless chain of thoughts leads to nothing. Staying cocooned up and aloof from happenings is 

not feasible. Keep feeding the Bullies and the Corrupt? They are endless black holes. Digest knowledge of 

the entire universe? Try it! Not a single soul will stand by you! How to stay Truthful? How to get rid the 

dump of these parasitic worms?  

Demonstrate walking the Will of THY 38 Commandments! O Khalsa! this is THY Will, which stands 

written in everyone's blood. 

Step 2: Shed Ego and Stay humble against all odds 
THY Commandments, the root of all creations, cannot be explained in words. Through THY 

Commandments come into being all living beings; Name and Fame gets realised through THY 

Commandments only. THY Commandments structure social profiles of casts/creeds/low/high/poor/rich. By 

documenting THY Commandments, one earns blissful and evergreen metal state and may invite 

persecution from invaders, mullahs, pandas and even from near & dear ones. THY Commandments may 
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shower blessings on Mr. ‘x’ and force Mr. ‘y’ to live hir entire life in misery begging from door to door. 

Everyone is slave to THY Commandments, no one can escape this lifelong jail. 

Only if one understood this Truth. Whosoever does, can be identified as a humble and poised person. 

Step 3: Seek TRUE Friends and Stay Indifferent and away from Pandavad. 
Anyone there to dare Sing with me? Do you have it in You? Anyone there to Sing ode to THY Courage, 

accepting Courage as THY insignia? Anyone there to sing ode to human virtues? Anyone there to sing ode 

to discussion on deep knowledge & wisdom? Anyone there to sing and offer hirself to THEE? Anyone there 

to swap his life with mine? Anyone there to sing Ode to THY mission and stay committed. 2. Anyone there 

to sing ode to THY vision far far ahead. 

There is no dearth of stories and story tellers. Millions of them are telling and retelling worthless 

babblings millions and millions of times. THOU in the grab of Gullible public keep giving them. So much 

that they get tired of receiving it. This path of shameless exploitation of the poor public is going on for 

ages. Commandments make everyone follow a path as per THY will. O Khalsa! You must stay true to THY 

Name by staying indifferent to and away from this path of storytelling / giving / receiving. 

Step 4: Meet through wee hrs, Plan time ahead and Execute the Plan through the day. 

True is Lord TRUTH. True is THY WILL. The story tellers give countless meanings to words of the 

language to keep the listeners trapped. They shamelessly demand "for the sake of THY name Brhmma, 

come on, give all to us Brahmins! us Brahmins of Brhmma!". THOU keep giving.  

What we, the Khalsa are expected to respond with to earn a hearing in THY court? What words in our plea 

should we offer to win THY favour? We must Associate with the 'Wise and Knowledgeable' through blissful 

pre-sun hrs for planning action through the day. Our words must be True, Humble, Brief and Objective. 

Creative Action on the plan through the day ensures evergreen health and blissful mental state. To sum up, 

one has to hirself struggle to become THY ‘Witter~~Khalsa’, the Truthful. 

Step 5: Help yourself; Learn Gurbani Language by Listening, Comprehending, 

Discussing, Speaking, Singing and Radiating 

Khalsa can neither be appointed /nominated nor can anyone be motivated / trained to become one. 

Whosoever independently motivates hir own self, realises THY grace. Who so ever commits hirself to THY 

True Panth earns Name and Fame in the world. O Khalsa! We must sing ode to THEE, the ocean of human 

Virtues. Must Sing, Listen to and Stay focused on the theme of these Commandments. Thus, off go miseries 

and THY bliss homes in. 

Gurbani Speaker relishes the mystic 'Yogic Melody' and radiates 'Vedic wisdom'. THOU are always with 

hir. Vedic Ishwar, Yoga Master Gorakhnath and holy Parvati stands encapsulated in ‘all-in-one’ Gurbani. 

Even if I could say more on this, I won't because there is no end to THY virtues. Brevity is THY 

commandment. Experience has made me realise one thing that I need to stay concerned about losing THY 

favour. 

Step 6: Shed Pandavad; Appreciate your own intellect and seek no one's but THY 

Favour 

Had I not cared and yearned for THY favour, I would have indulged in holy baths and pilgrimages, . What 

worth would have been these gimmicks? Through committed zeal, whatever parts of the world I have seen 
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so far, one thing is absolutely clear that one gets nothing without putting in planned relentless and 

committed efforts. If only someone listened to this Truth. Every human mind has God given hidden 

priceless gems and jewels of intellect. All of them light up, if only someone ever listened to this Truth. 

Experience has made me realise one thing that I need to stay concerned about losing THY favour. 

Step 7: Stay Alert and Aware from the hostile 'Pandavadi Environment'; Stay 

Committed and Pursuant in seeking TRUE Friends. 
Even if the entire gone by time and all the futuristic time ahead put together could become my life time and 

glory to my name spread across the world further if I gave myself a best appealing and popular saintly 

name of the 'Sant Shiri Shiri Ram Rahim Asaram Bapuji Maharaj 1008' sort. In spite of all this, if I don't 

own THY favour, not a bit of the entire fan following will care for me. Culprits themselves will make me 

culpable and I will be reduced to a filthiest of the filthy worm.  

 

O Khalsa! Live life staying on THY right side. THOU alone can grace idiots with virtues and vitreous with 

still more virtues. The irony is that I can't think of even a single soul yearning for virtues, who may care to 

listen to this Truth. 

Step 8: Make it a Habit to Listen to the 'Wise and Knowledgeable'. Hone your 

Gurbani Language Skill by Listing to Nitnem Banies. All Pains and Miseries will 

depart. 

Must listen to the ‘Knowledgeable and Wise’. Must listen to mother-nature prevailing across the Oceans 

Lands and the Skies. Must listen to the Ice lands, the peoples living there on and along inaccessible 

regions. Keeping the ear to the ground and always staying alert and aware is the key to survival. Those 

who yearn for nothing but THY favour live blissfully thrilled with THY Name. Habit of listening rids one of 

all sins, tension, pain and miseries prevailing across the world. 

Step 9: Develop the Habit of Listening to everyone. Hone your Gurbani Language 

Skill by Listing to Nitnem Banies. All Pains and Miseries will depart. 

Through the habit of listening one realises the status of Ishwar, Brhmma (not Brahmin) and that of Rain 

God Indra. Through the habit of listening, favour of even foul mouthed can be realised. If One listens, all 

the 'Secret Truths' about Yoga, Aasnas and secrets of body become clear. The Truths about Vedic 

Scriptures like Shastras, Smritis and Vedas become clear. Those who yearn for nothing but THY favour live 

blissfully thrilled with THY Name. 3. Habit of listening rids one of all sins, tensions, pains and miseries 

prevailing across the world. 

Step 10: Pursue the Habit by listening to TRUTHs with Patience and Maturity. Hone 

your Gurbani Language Skill by Listing to Nitnem Banies. All Pains and Miseries will 

depart. 

Through the habit of listening, one intuitively gets blessed with the virtues of being Truthful, Patient and 

Knowledgeable. Listening to Gurbani is parallel to having realised the fruits of 68 types of Vedic 

pilgrimages. Through Listening, one intuitively guides and motivates one's own self to habitual reading 

and consequential respect in society. Habit of listening makes one intuitively concentrate on studies. Those 
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who yearn for nothing but THY favour live blissfully thrilled with THY Name. Habit of listening rids one of 

all sins, tensions, pains and miseries prevailing across the world. 

Step 11: Pursue the Habit by Listening to Pandavadi and Islamic thoughts. Hone your 

Gurbani Language Skill by Listing to Nitnem Banies. All Pains and Miseries will 

depart. 

Habit of Listening makes one a master of Virtues documented in Sharita and Islamic Scriptures. Habit of 

listening is the straight path to become an Islamic / Vedic scholar and the King. A habitual listener 

becomes capable of showing the way to the academically blind. A habitual listener holds oceanic control 

over everything. Those who yearn for nothing but THY favour live blissfully thrilled with THY Name. Habit 

of listening rids one of all sins, tensions, pains and miseries prevailing across the world. 

Step 12: Believe in nothing but Lord TRUTH and THY Grace. 

The high and pure moral state of mind of whosoever believes in these Truths, cannot be given out through 

words. If someone does try it, it will be a miserable failure .Neither can all the available papers and pens 

put together write it. It just becomes talk of the town. Such is this miraculous Name 'Khalsa-Panth'. Only 

one who believes in and bears it, alone knows, whosoever S/He may be. 

Step 13: Believe in nothing but Intellect; Discarding all Emotional Onslaughts. Believe 

in nothing but THY Grace. 

One who believes, hir heart and mind become one, making hir a master of the Subject of 'Emotional 

Intelligence'. A believer always stays alert and aware of all happening immediately around hir and also 

across the entire world. A believer never ever gets slapped with any punishments what so ever. A believer 

intuitively becomes fearless even about hir own death. Such is this miraculous Name 'Khalsa-Panth'. Only 

one who believes in and bears it, alone knows, whosoever S/He may be. 

Step 14: Believe in ONE universal ‘TRUE Name-TRUE Path'. Believe in nothing but THY 

Grace. 

A believer never tumbles off any obstacle what so ever, through hir life. Glory of one's name shines across 

the peoples. The team mates of the believer never stray off like rustic religious beggars .The believers get 

integrated with True Religion for hir whole life. Such is this miraculous Name 'Khalsa-Panth'. Only one 

who believes in and bears it, alone knows, whosoever S/He may be. 

Step 15: Believe and Lead. Believe in nothing but THY Grace. 

The believers realise the key to success in every field of life. The believer becomes support to hir family and 

generations ahead. The believer not only succeeds hirself but also make hir team mates succeed. The 

believer never ever has to look up to anyone for anything. Such is this miraculous THY Name 

'Khalsa-Panth'. Only one who believes in and bears it, alone knows, whosoever S/He may be. 

Step 16: Organise Team of TRUE Friends. Let Best Five TRUE Friends be our 'Board 

of Directors and THY Court' personifying Gurbani alias Lord TRUTH. 

Must associate only with Wise and Knowledgeable. It is the Wise and Knowledgeable who earn respect on 

all platforms. Only Wise and Knowledgeable grace THY court as judges. All Wise and Knowledgeable 
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always have one common true approach to any problem. If anyone projects an issue before them, they may 

consider resolving it. THY Wise and Knowledgeables’ creativities hold limitless solutions. 

Iconic Vedic bull representing 'Religion' is son of iconic Vedic Cow representing 'Mercy'. Mercy & 

Religion flawlessly sustain Patience across THY humanity. Anyone who understands this Truth proves true 

to his name 'Writer~Khalsa' and stands out of the crowd. Imagine the Vedic mythical model of a Bull 

holding our earth on its horns. So much weight the poor bull has to bear for ever with due caution not to 

let the earth fall off. The bull itself needs another earth to stand on to. Where is the end of this 

Bull-Earth-Bull-Earth Chain? What supports the last bottom most bull bearing the weight of the entire 

Bull-Earth chain?  

The diverse ranges of life, culture and colourful variants in nature have been documented by so many 

scholars endlessly. Rare are those who understand such writings and dare to write further to what has 

been written prior to them. If this text was to be written in entirety, imagine how long will it become! It is 

beyond imagination because THY ways are endless. Wow! So much power, What mesmerising beauty! 

What endless gifts of nature, no one can in no way quantify them. What endless sprawling creations from 

THEE! Through just ONE commandment, millions of rivers and oceans popped up. There is no way this 

iota bit Nanak could document THY nature. O Lord! I sacrifice myself for you not just once but countless 

times. Whatever is THY will, is for us to accept with utmost humility. O Lord TRUTH ! THOU were, had 

been, are and will ever be! 

Step 17: Stay Indifferent and away from Pandavad. Gracefully Accept Life as it comes 

There are countless meditative recitations, countless are their meanings, Countless are customary religious 

services and countless are penances and atonements Countless are scriptures and countless keep endlessly 

parroting (Akhund-Path) them again, again and again. Countless Yogies, having shed worldly life just 

wander around depressed. 4. Countless pseudo-saints keep talking about virtues, knowledge and holy 

congregations. Countless claim themselves to be committed to TRUTH, still countless are those claim to be 

committed to charity. Countless glorified soldiers bear the brunt of the heaviest swords on their faces. 

Countless are those who bear the penance of staying mum for the entire life. Such are the countless ways of 

THY Nature, which in no way can be put in words or discussed. I am Sacrifice to THEE, not once but 

countless times. Whatever pleases you, is THY grace on us.O Lord ! You were, are and will always be 

TRUE. 

Step 18: Stay Alert and Aware. Gracefully Accept Life as it comes 

There are countless mentally blind ignorant, living in pitch darkness. Countless are thieves good for 

nothing. Countless kings rule as butchers and depart. Countless murderers make a living just by killing 

others. Countless sinners earn nothing but dump of sins and depart. Countless run shopping centres of 

Falsehood. Countless street goons live by gulping rubbish. Countless earn name and fame just by 

slandering and slurring others. Humble Nanak wrote all this after thorough pondering and analysis. Such 

are the countless ways of THY Nature, which in no way can be put in words or discussed. I am Sacrifice to 

THEE, not once but countless times. O Lord! Whatever pleases you, is THY grace on us. 

Step 19: Learn & Earn the Skill of Writing. Introduce yourself to the world by 

penning TRUE Words. 
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There are countless names of countless objects and countless are habitats. Countless are Impassable and 

inaccessible places where living beings live. Saying 'countless' is understatement and Nanak's pen begs 

pardon from readers for want of words. Using words, we write names of the objects and Subjects thereof 

for discussion. Words are the building blocks of immense knowledge and Songs thereof. Words give us 

intuitive habits of Writing and Speaking whatever we write. Richness of our vocabulary alone finds us 

TRUE Friends. One (2nd Nanak) who penned all the words so far, owns them not. Whatever got dictated 

(by Nanak), that is what got flawlessly written. Whatever one writes~~~ all becomes hir Name. Nameless 

beings have no place, no respect nowhere in this world. Such are the countless ways of THY Nature, which 

in no way can be put in words or discussed. I am Sacrifice to THEE, not once but countless times. 

Whatever pleases you, is THY grace on us. O Lord! You were, are and will be TRUE for ever. 

Step 20: Introspect and watch your written / spoken / implied words. Decide now to 

realise the effect in future 

If One's hands and feet, may be the whole body gets mucked up with filth, all can be washed off with water. 

If the clothes get sullen with urine or faeces, soap washes them clean. Similarly, if mind gets polluted with 

Ego, Vulgarity, Anger, Greed, Worldly Attachments or High Headedness, it can be washed clean with 

'TRUE Name-TRUE Panth’ 

One's social image as a 'Saint or Sinner' in society are not mere words just for the heck of it. Your words 

and deeds get credited to your account with THEE. You eat what YOU sow, no one else has no 

contribution to your words and deeds. O Khalsa! This is how through THY commandments everyone gets 

born and depart. 

Step 21: Write nothing but TRUTH. Seek TRUE Educated Friends and rely on no one 

but them. 
By resorting to pilgrimages, penances and hyped merciful charity, one may realise an iota bit of apparent 

glory and fame. However if one listens to, believes in and assimilates the quintessence of Nitnem, Gurbani 

and relentless and never ending introspection, one realises all THY virtues, without being the owner there 

of. Without inculcating THY virtues in oneself all other religious services and ceremonies are useless. 

Gurbani is True and straight from Lord TRUTH, the creator of the Universe and Universes beyond. 

Gurbani binds one with TRUTH and blesses hir with evergreen, peaceful and blissful metal state. 

 

What was the day / time / date / season / month when this Earth and all other visible creations came into 

being? Best of the Pandits know not, since none of their scriptures make no mention nowhere. On the other 

side best of the Muslim scholars know not, as it is not on record anywhere. Even the Yoga Masters know 

nothing about even the season or the moth, leave aside precise instant. Only Lord TRUTH alone, who 

sculptures everything, knows. 

 

In what format do I speak TRUTH? Whom to discuss Ideas with? how to explain and how to comprehend 

the socio-political environment. 5. O Khalsa! Who so ever I come across wobbles verbal Gyan without a 

single written word claiming to be a ‘know-al’ and better than the next.  

 

Magnificent is Lord and Magnificent are THY ways, any Idea gets executed only through THY approval. O 

Khalsa! Anyone who knows not but claims to be a ‘know-all’ never gets THY approval if S/He progresses 

further as per hir own self-will. 
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Step 22: Stay Humble and Polite against all provocations. Care not for Pandavadi / 

False mythical writings, notions and thoughts as inputs for your Penwork~~. 
After having got tired of searching far and wide all around, say Vedas unanimously “There are Lacs of 

skies and lacs are hidden skies below the Earth surface. "There are 1018 domains in the universe"; so say 

Islamic scriptures but the TRUTH is that there is ONE origin of everything. The objects originating from 

ONE are countless and countless are subjects thereof. The entire account in totality just can't be written 

even through the entire life time of the universe. O Khalsa! any one differing on it be humbly acknowledged 

as ‘know-all’. S/He hirself knows as to how much S/He knew. 

Step 23: Care not for worldly wealth; seek nothing but virtues. Stay true to THY name 'A 

Writer~~Khalsa' 

Even through best of religious kathas, discourses and discussions they have not learnt the simple TRUTH 

that 'rivers' and 'water-streams' of different origins, shapes and forms lose their names and are identified 

as 'ONE Ocean', so is the state of human lives. Oceanic king owning Himalayan wealth appears smaller 

than an ant, if only the mind owns THY Name, listens to, believes in and lives by Gurbani. 

Step 24: Demonstrate Creativity. Get not entangled with worthless Pandavadi notions. 

There are endless promotors promoting endless myths. There are endless PandaBabas of the 'Shiri Shiri 

Dhirendra Aasa ji Bapu Ram Rahim Flahari Sant 1008' sort and endless are those who keep giving them. 

Endless are those who crowd around them for their darshan, endless are ears which endlessly listen to 

their crap yap. There is no end to all this. Almighty alone knows as to what magic makes the whole system 

work flawlessly. On the other side, there appears no end to THY Creativity and Creations. Neither the fore 

end nor the far end of THY spread are visible to anyone. O dear Scholars! Why get entangled in finding 

limits of THY Creativity and Creations. THY end / beginning can no way be realised by anyone what so 

ever. The more one talks about in mythical accounts, bigger the account becomes. Lord is supreme, 

supreme is THY Seat. Higher further is THY TRUE Name 'Khalsa-Panth’. If someone raises himself to that 

level, S/He alone will know THY stature. One's TRUE mental height is known only to hirself or is knows 

Almighty. O Khalsa! Such moral height is realised only through Creativity and THY grace. 

Step 25: Hold Regular Cyclic Discussions on Creativity. Make a beginning Paths will open 

up by default 
THY magnanimity and glory more than this cannot be written. Magnificent are THOU, any amount written 

spoken or sung in glory is not even an iota. So many royal corrupt soldiers demand illegally. They are so 

many that an exact count just cannot be arrived at. So many live a frustrated life. Eaten up by worldly 

vices, they depart. So many will borrow and will simply back out from having borrowed to begin with. So 

many just live for eating and will just gulp down everything they may come across. As a result of all these 

so many bear the brunt of never ending hunger and misery. O Lord! All this is THY WILL and blessing for 

us. Freedom from the jail of hunger and misery is subject to THY WILL. On this subject no one can say 

anything beyond this. If some ‘know-all’ does say something otherwise. S/He alone will know the count of 

slaps on hir face. 'The sorry state of Hunger and Misery has been bestowed upon by THEE. THOU alone 

will give whatever becomes due to each one of us. This TRUE statement is made only by rarest of the rare. 

Who so ever gets blessed with company of TRUE Friends and regular creative discussions on Creativity, O 

Khalsa!, becomes King of the Kings. 
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Step 26: Create a Formal Platform for Mutual Learning. Trade nothing but Virtues 

Let the friends join together and Discuss and trade priceless virtues. Friends bearing priceless virtues are 

TRUE Traders, Endless is their stock of priceless Creative Ideas. Such a platform for discussion will have 

members with priceless virtues to join in and depart after having traded priceless virtues. Priceless will be 

their commitment and they themselves will be the very definition of COMMITMENT. Priceless will be their 

ONE religion of 'Khalsa-Panth’. Priceless will be their ‘Product and Work Standards’ and priceless will 

be their Acceptance Standards. Priceless will be their Gifts and Priceless will be their Logo. Priceless will 

be their Favours and priceless will be their Directives. Saying priceless to something which is priceless 

makes no sense and there is nothing further that could be written. On the other side, there are those who 

endlessly keep stating limited prices for the virtues. Vedas and Puranas through their non-stop recitation 

(Akhnd-Path) label the prices. Through dramatic reading and detailed explanation of the scriptures price 

tags are stated. Brhmma and Indra are tagged as Standards.6. Gopies and Govindas are tagged as 

Standards. Mythical Ishwar and Sidhas have their own price tags. Claims are laid by So many that they 

could bless so many with wisdom at a price. Devils and Gods of varied sort are promoted as Standards 

bearing different tags. Humans tagged as Dalits are forced to serve the Braminic Elite. Both has a tag on 

their respective virtues. So many ‘know-all’ not only state the price but also give discourses on the details 

of the tag. When invited for a rational, logical and organised discussion, they state a price, hide their faces 

and depart. O Lord! You have created all of them and many more beyond these, I know not? No one can 

say as to how many! This list becomes as big as you WILL.O Khalsa! The exact account is known only to 

THEE. If some know-all big mouth decides to say something otherwise then let hir be documented as the 

King of all the Idiots. 

Step 27: Meet twice daily in person / Video Line. Demonstrate THY Creativity and Share 

with all 

What sort of Homely Platform will it be? What sort of gate of such a habitat, from where all could be 

provided sustenance, will have? The gate will have countless Singers and musicians adoring it. There will 

be so many melodious Ragas and Ragnies being sung at the gate. The singing group will include Air, 

Water and Fire led by the Vedic King. There will be the Vedic deity Chitragupta who is said to be 

maintaining the written record of the deeds of each individual through hir life. He will be found busy with 

his office. There will be Vedic Ishwar, Brhmma all other Vedic Gods attired in their fanciful get ups. Indra 

will be sitting on his throne as a member of the group. There will be Siddhas in deep meditative poses 

along with Sadhus of the sorts. There will be those who have renounced worldly life along with Die hard 

sword wielding Martials. Best of the Pandits will be reading from the scriptures. There will be Beautiful 

angles from heaven all Vedic deities will be serving drinks in colourful drinking goblets. All the Scholars 

and luminaries along with the account of 68 Vedic pilgrimages will be there. There will be Super Kings, 

Kings and die-hard sword wielding Martials. All the continents, sub continents and ice lands will be 

controlled from this Platform. Only those will be part of the congregation who would accept THY WILL 

with grace. There will be so many others, which O Khalsa! Nanak can't really recollect. Only those will be 

residents of this Home who will accept THY commandments and live by THY WILL. Be that so, Almighty 

will always be with such TRUE Creative and Committed hard working Soules. Soules who consistently 

blend with the diverse and colourful forces of Nature under THY command. All such Creativity and 

Creations will be overseen in real Time by THEE. All the Name, Fame & Glory will be THINE. Whatever 
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will be THY will, same will be executed by THY TRUE Name bearers on this platform. Super Kings will be 

such souls who demonstrate THY creativity staying in synch with THY WILL. 

Step 28: Become a TRUE Yogi. Demonstrate, Radiate and Reflect nothing but Virtues. 

Make Patience as your yogic ear rings. Let Committed Hard Work be your Yogic Begging Bowl of dignity. 

Let Death Bed be your mattress, with healthy body to sleep on it. Let the yogic stick of yearnings, for 

realising your creative & progressive ideas, keep you propelled. In this Habitat 'Khalsa-Panth' everyone is 

a King. Each individual having conquered hir mind against assorted worldly temptations, will rule the 

world. There after sky is not the limit for peaceful, blissful and successful living. THY Commandments are 

directed at those rarest of the rare who are blessed with THY Missionary Spirit to tread and stay steadfast 

against all odds. 

Step 29: Ensure Free, Fare and Merciful distribution all Material Assets. Share basic 

Necessities of life with all without any prejudice to race, cast, creed, origin, color and 

every related notion. 
Let Knowledge be our food, Mercy the in charge of the food stocks. Be that so, everyone will endlessly hear 

the blissful mystic and holy yogic music in hir own mind. This is the realisation, yogies spend their life time 

for. As THOU are the only ONE big boss of every one, seeking worldly gains from self-styled know-all 

Babas, Sadhus, yogic masters, healers and pandas of all shapes, styles and attires is just a sinful lust. 

Company of the 'Knowledgeable & Wise' and shedding association with the fakes alone earns a blissful 

and peaceful living.7 . THY commandments are directed at those rarest of the rare who are blessed with 

THY Missionary spirit to tread and stay steadfast against all odds. 

Step 30: Change the Corrupt Social Order. Let the Social Order be founded on 

Mercy-TRUTH-Courage-True Missionary Spirit and TRUE Leadership 

It is a popular belief that "A Lady somehow became pregnant and gave birth to 3 children, namely 

Brhmma, Vishnu and Mahesh. They took on to themselves three roles. To manage all human affairs on 

earth Brhmma alias 'Dictator Brahman', became the Ultimate-Word' ; Vishnu alia 'Khatri, the King' held 

on to the Material & Sustenance Stocks. Mahesh took on the Holy Supreme court's function. The Trio 

ganged up and ruled their subjects through dictates as the trio willed. THOU watch them in real time, 

however the Trio never sees TRUTH on ground and never ever care for merciless plight of their subjects 

(sic). O lord! What a ‘Classically Corrupt Social Order’ is This! THY commandments are directed at those 

rarest of the rare.who are blessed with THY missionary Spirit to tread and stay steadfast against all odds. 

Step 31: Change the Corrupt Social Order. Structure the Social Order on the 

foundation of flawless Public Transparency and Real Time monitoring. 

Let the Resources and Distribution Centres be located independently as per the Population Density and 

Local and regional factors. Let the process of distribution Be TRUE, to begin with. Let there never ever be 

a second Thought. Let there be TRUE, realistic and flawlessly Transparent and Monitored Distribution 

System under no one but Lord TRUTH alias Public Nose. O Khalsa! Be assured that since such a social 

system will be managed not by the Trio but by THY own 'TRUE Name' bearers treading this 'TRUE Path', 

it will be devoid of  any corruption what so ever. THY commandments are directed at those rarest of the 

rare.who are blessed with THY missionary Spirit to tread and stay steadfast against all odds. 
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Step 32: Tread this Path against all odds. Care not for ‘know-all’ Iposterrs 
If there were oceanic count of congregations reciting scriptures (e. g. Akhnd Path) and each member was 

to parrot the written words oceanic no of times, this whole gimmick is worth sweet nothing because THOU 

are just ONE 'TRUE Name-TRUE Path'. It is all about treading 38 Steps of this TRUE Path. One earns 

Name, Fame and Success in all fields of life by Demonstrating Obediance and Treading this lifelong 

Path.No other way please! Having heard about the grand success stories of those who truthfully treaded 

this path, fake ‘know-all’ social PandaBabas of the 'Shiri Shiri Radhe Sant Bapu Assa Raam Raheem  

1008' sort mushroom as weeds across the crop of Creativity. O Khalsa! Success comes only to THY own 

'TRUE Name bearers' treading this path. Weeds of PandaBabas are just of nuisance value. Care not for 

Them. 

Step 33: Fearlessly Speak the Written Word. Speak it up Loud and Clear 
Whole TRUTH fearlessly spoken radiates courage, not meek silence. Begging earns no Courage, neither 

does any ritual charity. Living just for the heck of it earns no courage, neither does a mummified living. 

Owning kingdoms and being slave to the greed for endless wealth, no way reflects TRUE & Courageous 

Leadership. Flaunting complex and intangible philosophies, myths and stories across the peoples, no way 

reflects TRUE & Courageous Leadership. Staying depressed and articulating a suicide is no way reflects 

Courage. Who so ever thinks that S/He has been blessed with Courage by THEE, S/He may please come 

forward to radiate and reflect it across all. O Khalsa! Cast, Creed, Language, Origin, Colour, Ethnicity 

and for this matter anything what so ever, is no Bar. 

Step 34: Yearn for and Earn Knowledge and TRUE Name. Endlessly 

Review-Correct-Redo-Review-Correct-Redo…... your work to realise Perfection. 

Nights, Seasons, Dates, Days, Air, Water, Fire, life in Oceans and life below the earth surface. These are 

the bio systems of our ONE living Mother Earth established by THOU. In this flourishes Nature's 

gigantically diverse and countless range of colourful life, fauna and flora. The range has endless Names. 

THY Nature keeps tag and nourishes each individual member of this range by name based on the member's 

performance in line with or otherwise to THY commandments. This is Lord TRUTH's TRUE Court. Here 

‘Wise and Knowledgeable’ are accepted and honoured. Here they earn Seal of THY TRUE Name ‘A 

Writer~Khalsa’ It is at this Step that Fake and Fair get known. O Khalsa! A Khalis Sikh gets identified 

here, when he gets seen moving on to the next Step. 

Step 35: Domain of Knowledge. Care not and propagate not Mythic and Mystic 

Notions across the Peoples. 
This text from beginning up to Step 34 defines The Domain of Religion. From here on commences the 

domain of Knowledge. In Vedic texts there are accounts of so many Airs, Waters, Fires, Deities of Krishan, 

Brhmma, Vishnu and Mahesh etc. There are detailed accounts of large Number of deities in the attire of 

Brhmma. They craft and flaunt colourful, fancy and lucrative mythic characters of a huge number of 

mythical webs of never ending stories. A large number of kings lay claims to holy lands, yet another group 

force floods the people with never-ending preachings penned by Brhmma across wide variety of scriptures. 

There are so many Indras, moons, die hard sword wielding kings & martials spread across the scriptures. 

There are so many self-styled know-all Siddhas and Yogis. A still lot more get seen attired in well-crafted 

colourful, fancy and lucrative mythic and mystic attires. There are so many Gods, Devils and know-all 

scholars. Further are narratives of oceans full of jewels and precious stones etc. There is wide diversity 
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and range of foods, languages, Super Kings and lower kings. There are so many ideologies and so many 

are servants and slaves. O Khalsa! There really is no end to this account. 

Step 36: Domain of Committed Hard Work. Structure a Social Order founded on 

nothing but Virtues 
Having encroached upon all the Knowledge, the self-styled know-all few dictate the royal social order to 

their own and to the ruling King's advantage. Both enjoy endless life style soaked in royal musical 

celebrations and orgies of eating & drinking. Needless to say that the public they rule is left to rot in 

poverty, hunger, looting, plundering and get butchered by other invading enemy kings. 8. However on the 

other side committed hard work is what creates TRUE beauty and Kingdoms. Here creativity, craftmanship 

and virtues prevail. Awe inspiring creations get crafted by the very public who gets left just to rot. The 

success, glory, name and fame, which gets bestowed by the Lord on these creators can no way be penned in 

words. If someone does try to limit their due appreciations to words, he will have to regret failure. It is just 

not possible. It is here where 'Man ki Baat' dies for good and 'GurMat ki Baat' (Emotional Intelligence) 

rules the Social Order Strategy. Intellect and heart blend into ONE. Courage soaked TRUE 'Action Plans' 

and their flawless execution is intuitive. It is in this Social Order wherein TRUE Islamic and TRUE Vedic 

scholars get acknowledged, honoured and get opportunities to come out with Creative and TRUE 'Action 

Plans' for their onward Flawless Execution. 

Step 37: Domain of Creativity and Soldiering. Pen Directives for all Social Functions. 
The language of creativity is the Last Word on any subject. Here weak links have no place. It is the domain 

of THY TRUE Martials, who stand by no one but Flawlessness. Here TRUE Ram and TRUE Sita preside. 

Their glory cannot be explained in words. Peoples who never ever get looted or plundered, are those who 

bear ‘Khalsa-Panth' deep in their Hearts & Minds. Here TRUE worshipers live peacefully in ONE habitat 

accommodating so many peoples. Such blissful environment is the home of all truthful souls. In this domain 

abodes Almighty THY self. All this never-ending creativity stands registered against THY TRUE Name, 

THOU alone oversee it and ensure its glory. Here all continents, sub-continents and ice lands put together 

stand covered by THOU. If one was to write the details, let it be known that there is no end to this pen 

line~~. Here people of varied Origins, Cultures, Colours, Physiques and Polity prosper and progress 

together. All social functions proceed as per THY Penned~~ Directives. THOU see your own glory and 

prevail over all congregations herein. O Khalsa! This is hard TRUTH and hard squeezed quintessence of 

this 'TRUE Path' 

Step 38: Create a TRUE Library of your lifelong Pen Work~~~. Relentlessly 

Document Everything and Share with all 
Let us decide our own Guidelines the way A goldsmith demarcates his Shop &work culture. Let Patience 

be the Goldsmith. Anvil be our intellect, and Vedas the hammer. Let fear of Almighty be our blower and 

committed hard work our furnace. Let quintessence of the text be the crucible and truthfulness the gold to 

melt in it. Let us cast and craft individual Penwork~~~ Jobs as priceless Jewels. This sort of craftmanship 

is pursued only by THY blessed ones. O Khalsa! THOU bless all those who tread this path>'TRUE 

Name-TRUE Panth' 
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SUMMARY 
 

In Brief: Let our water be Gurbani, TRUE Father Lord TRUTH and Let Mother Earth be Our TRUE 

Mother. Let Day and Night be the baby sitters for all of us children playing in the lap of our dear 

Mother Earth. Let us not forget that our Good / Bad performances in the lifelong game is being watched 

in real time by the Almighty referee. Each one of us is being Individually graded by the Big Boss cum 

referee Almighty. No one can contribute to or degrade no one's performance. Those who stayed 

committed to this ‘TRUE Name-TRUE Panth’ and departed after having contributed virtues to 

Humanity; O Khalsa! they blend with Lord TRUTH with radiant faces. They don't go alone; whole lot 

of others get saved with them. 

 

 


